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Abstract
This study interprets aeromagnetic data across Sokoto Basin with the aim of estimating the Curie
point depth, geothermal gradient and heat flow for geothermal energy exploration. The study area
lies between the longitude of 30E and 60E and latitudes 110N and 130N. The total magnetic
intensity of the area was subjected to regional/residual separation using polynomial fitting. The
residual data was divided into 30 overlapping spectral blocks, where the log of spectral energies
was plotted against the frequency; hence, the centroid depth and the top to the magnetic sources
were deduced. These depth results were used in estimating the Curie point Depth and geothermal
gradient. The total magnetic intensity indicated a variation of 32932.84 to 33118.27 nT, while the
residual map shows magnetic anomalies that vary from -82 to 51 nT, both maps indicated high,
low and intermediary magnetic anomalies. The centroid depth results vary from 4.67 to 28.80 km,
and the top to the magnetic source varies from 1.04 to 4.65 km with an average depth of 2.21 km.
The Curie point depth range from 6.92 to 55.04 km with an average depth of 18.65 km, and the
geothermal gradients revealed ranges from 10.54 oCkm-1 at the Southwest (Danko and Gummi)
areas to 83.82oCkm-1 at the northwest (Argungu) area. Therefore, these areas with high geothermal
gradients are good indicators of geothermal energy potential and should be exploited for more
power generation.

Keywords: Magnetic anomalies; Spectral Analysis; Curie Point Depth; Geothermal energy; Heat
flow.

1. Introduction
Nigeria remains the largest economy in the
sub-Sahara of Africa, endowed with
abundant energy resources (renewable and
conventional), which if properly harnessed
can provide the country with sufficient
capacity to meet the need of both the urban
and the rural areas. Despite the abundant
resources, the country has one of the lowest
consumption rates of electricity per capita in
Africa (i.e., far behind Cape Verde, South
Africa and Ghana). This avoidable
development of inadequate electricity is not
only unhealthy but highly detrimental to the
country’s economic growth. It is alarming to
note that only about 45% of the population
(200 million) has access to electricity, 55%
of whom are from urban areas and 45% are
in rural areas (Power Africa, 2018). Nigeria,
like every other country, have keyed into
exploring renewable energy, thereby making
efforts to provide sufficient energy that will
further boost the economy. Consequently,
activities are concentrated on solar energy,
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wind energy, and some researches are
ongoing about nuclear energy as well. So far,
the use of geothermal energy as an
alternative source of energy has at best
remains within the corridors of academics
through researches in the tertiary institutions.
Aeromagnetic surveys are widely used to aid
in the production of geological maps and are
also commonly used during mineral and
geothermal exploration (Burger et al., 2006).
Magnetic exploration in geothermal is
important to identify the potential area of
reducing magnetization due to thermal
activity (Georgsson, 2009). Evaluation of
geothermal potential can be done by applying
the spectral analysis method to the
aeromagnetic
data
obtained
during
aeromagnetic surveys. The model has proven
successful in estimating average depths to the
tops of magnetized bodies (Trifonova et al.,
2006; Dolmaz, 2005; Tselentis, 1991).
Geothermal energy is a viable and
sustainable source of energy from deep inside
taufiq.suleiman.pg01826@unn.edu.ng
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the earth, which has the potential of
supplying source baseload, drive long-term
energy and emission reduction of greenhouse
gas (Dickson and Fanelli, 2004; Salako et al.,
2020). To venture into geothermal plants in a
particular area for the purpose of generating
electricity, which can be of industrial usage,
domestic, recreational activities, design of
deep wells, oil and gas evolution history (i.e.
hydrocarbon generation) there must be
knowledge of the geothermal gradient of the
place (Adedapo et al., 2014). Geothermal
gradient is the rate of increase in temperature
per unit depth in the earth due to the outflow
of heat from the center (Lowrie, 1997). It
indicates that heat flowing from the Earth’s
warm interior to its surface. On average, the
temperature increases by 25°C in general for
every kilometer of depth. This difference in
temperature drives the flow of geothermal
energy and allows humans to use this energy
for heating and electricity generation. Heat
flow is the flow of heat energy by
conduction, convection, and radiation in
sediments (Beardsmore and Cull, 2001). Heat
flow from the interior to the surface of the
earth is ongoing through the earth, losing its
heat of planetary formation as well as the
heat generated internally by radioactive
decay (Hantschel and Kauerauf, 2009).
A geothermal system consists of the
following: a heat sources, a reservoir, a fluid
which carries and transfers heat, and a
recharge area (Berktold, 1983). The heat
source is due to the active tectonic plate
margins, which represent major zones of
magmatic matter that is cooling and
radioactivity (Uysal, 2009). The reservoir of
the geothermal system is the volume of rocks
from which heat can be extracted. This
reservoir contains hot fluids, vapor and gases.
The reservoir is surrounded by colder rocks
through which water flows from the outside
into the reservoir. The area around the
reservoir in which water (fluids) flows into
the reservoir is called the recharge area. The
hot fluids in the reservoir move under the
influence of buoyancy forces towards a
discharge area. The geothermal systems are
associated with fracture and heat flow instead
of specific lithology (Zira, 2013).
Depth to the bottom of magnetic sources can
provide valuable information about the local
and regional temperature distribution with

depth and the concentration of the subsurface
geothermal energy (Tselentis, 1991). Depth
to the bottom of magnetic sources in a
regional survey can be referred to as the
Curie depth, which corresponds to a depth at
which magnetic signal is lost due to the heat
from the interior of the earth subsurface
(Shehu et al., 2016). Estimation of curie point
depth has aided in the determination of
geothermal energy in different countries, as
such, many authors (Bansal et al., 2010;
Aboud et al., 2011; Abd & Naby, 2012;
Salako and Udensi, 2013; Ofor and Udensi,
2014; Aliyu et al., 2018; Rowland and
Ahmed, 2018; Adewumi et al., 2019; Salako
et al., 2020) have adopted it and good results
were obtained. Bhattacharyya (1966)
proposed the theory for determining Curie
depth, a theory which was later developed by
Spector and Grant (1970). The theory shows
that the Curie temperature isotherm
corresponds to the temperature at which
minerals
lose
their
ferromagnetism
(approximately 580°C). Thus, Curie depth
isotherm corresponds to the basal surface of a
magnetic crust and can be calculated from
the power spectrum of the magnetic
anomalies (Byerly and Stolt, 1977; Connard
et al., 1983; Mishra and Naidu, 1974; Salem
et al., 2000).
This investigation is therefore aimed at
exploring the geothermal potential across
Sokoto Basin, which can serve as an
alternative to the present hydropower in the
country.
2. Geology and Location of the Study Area
The study area is Sokoto Basin in
Northwestern Nigeria that lies between
longitudes 30E and 60E and latitudes 110N
and 130N. The Basin forms the Southeastern
sector of the Lullemmeden Basin, one of the
young (Mesozoic–Tertiary) inland cratonic
sedimentary basins of West Africa (McCurry
1976; Obaje, 2009). The Basin like other
intra-continental basins and the African
continent in general was developed by
epeirogenic warping of stretching and rifting
of technically stabilized crust. These
movements
commenced
around
the
beginning of the Paleozoic and continued
upper cretaceous and more responsible for
the Southwestern propagation of sediments
deposited within the basin (Kogbe, 1979 and
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b
up to 2000 meeters
1981)). In the basin,
of claastic sequencces rests upo
on the basem
ment
(Zborril, 1984). The sedimeentary rockss of
the bbasin compossed of sandsstone, limesttone
and cclay of cretaaceous to terrtiary ages ffrom
a m
multilayered groundwateer basin w
with
a pum
mping rate of 300 literr/min at a w
well
with 100-150 mm
m
in diam
meter (Adettona
and Udensi, 20007). Kogbe (1989) furrther
descrribed the bassin as a seriees of crystallline
massiif rocks outcropping
o
to the E
East
and South, conssisting of granite
g
gneissses,
schistt, phyllitess, quartzitees and soome
amphhibolite, dioorite, gabbrro and maarble
of ppre-Cambriann age. The lowlands and
plains of the bassement areass are sometiimes
coverred on thee surface by Quaternnary
Aeolian
sedim
ments
of
and
fluuvial
originn especially along the flood plainss of
the m
major rivers and
a streams. Offodile (20002)
addedd that the basement
b
complex occuupies
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about 42% area
a of the Sookoto basin. Figure 1
shows the geological map of th
he study
area.
3. Materialss and Methood
3-1. Materia
als
Fifteen aero
omagnetic daata sheets were
w
used
in estimating
g the geotheermal potentiial of the
study area, which weree acquired from the
Nigerian Geological
Survey Agency
(NGSA). Th
he survey waas carried outt between
2005 and 20
009, with terrrain clearan
nce of 80
m, line spaccing of 500 m
m, a nominaal tie-line
spacing of 2 km and fllight line and tie-line
trends of 13
35 and 45° rrespectively. All grid
data were saved and delivered in Oasis
Montaj Geosoft gdb forrmat. Each 1:100,000
1
topographicaal sheet covvers an area of about
3025 km2 (ii.e. 55 x 55 km2), therefore, this
investigation
n is coverin
ing a total area of
2
45,375 km .

Figure 1. Geological m
map of the study
y area (After NGSA, 2009).
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3-2. Methods
In actualizing the aim of this investigation,
these processes were adopted, thus, reduction
of the total magnetic intensity to the
magnetic equator, hence, separation of
regional and residual data, estimation of
spectral analysis, curie point depth,
geothermal gradient and heat flow.
The fifteen aeromagnetic sheets were
assembled in Oasis Montaj 8.4.2v software,
merged, and gridded using a bi-directional
line gridding method to produce the total
magnetic intensity map, TMI (Figure 2) of
the area.
3-2-1. Reduction to Magnetic Equator
(RTE)
Reduction to the equator is used in low
magnetic latitudes to center the peak of
magnetic anomalies over their sources,
enhancing basement architecture including
structural lineaments with its orientations
thereby making the data easier to interpret
without losing any geophysical meaning
(Gilbert and Geldano, 1985). The TMI was
reduced-to-equator in agreement with the
International Geomagnetic Reference Field
(IGRF)
reduction
technique
using
geomagnetic
inclination
angle
-1.4°,
geomagnetic declination angle -1.7° and a
standard deviation of 0.1. Equation (1) is the
expression for RTE (Leu, 1981).
2

sin( I )  i. cos( I ). cos( D   )
L ( ) 



generating the algorithm for removal of
regional data (Ugwu et al., 2013):



 

r  a0  a1 x  xref  a2 y  yref

the x and y coordinates of the geographic
center of the data set respectively; a0 , a1 and

a2 are the regional polynomial coefficients.
3-2-3. Spectral Method
Spectral method permits an estimation of
depth of magnetized blocks of varying depth,
width,
thickness
and
magnetization
(Bhattacharyya, 1966; Spector and Grant,
1970; Shuey et al., 1977; Onuoha et al.,
1994; Tanaka et al., 1999). The residual data
was divided into thirty window spectral
blocks (block A – DD) such that, block A –
O have spectral probe of 55 km by 55 km,
block P – Y have spectral probe of 82.5 km
by 55 km, block Z – CC have spectral probe
of 165 km by 110 km and block DD has a
spectral probe of 165 km by 165 km.
Subsequently, spectral program plot (SPP)
developed with MATLAB software was
employed in the estimation of the depth to
the centroid (Zo) of the magnetic from the
slope of the first-longest wavelength part of
the
spectrum
using
Equation
(3)
(Bhattacharyya & Leu, 1975; Okubo et al.,
1985).
ln 



2
2
2
sin ( I )  cos ( I ). cos ( D   ) 



(1)
If (/Ia/</I/), Ia = I
where  = ܫgeomagnetic inclination = ܽܫ
Inclination for amplitude correction (never
less than I), D = geomagnetic declination,
L(θ) is Reduction to Equator, θ is the wave
number direction.
3-2-2. Regional/Residual Separation
The residual magnetic field of the study area
was produced by subtracting the regional
field from the total magnetic field using the
polynomial fitting of second-order of least
square method. Equation (2) was used in

(2)

where r is the regional field, xref and yref are

 P( s ) 
  ln A  2 s Zo
 s 



2
(  cos ( D   ))
sin 2 ( Ia )  cos 2 ( Ia ). cos 2 ( D   )  



(3)

where P(s) is the radially averaged power
spectrum of the anomaly, |s| is the
wavenumber, and A is constant.
Similarly, the depth to the top boundary (Zt)
was also estimated from the slope of the
second-longest wavelength part of the
spectrum using Equation (4) (Okubo et al.,
1985).
ln  P( S )   ln B  2 S Zt



(4)

where B, is the sum of constant independent
of |s|.
3-2-4. Curie Point Depth Estimation
The estimation of the Curie point depth (Zb),
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whichh is also callled the basal depth was ddone
usingg Equation (5)
( (Bhattaccharyya & L
Leu,
1975; Okubo et al., 1985).

Z  2Z  Z
b
0 t

(5)

wheree Z0 is the ceentroid depth
h, Zt is the deepth
to thee top boundaary and Zb iss the Curie ppoint
Iepthh.
mal Gradieent and H
Heat
3-2-55. Geotherm
Flow
w
The basic relattion for conductive hheat
transpport is Foourier’s law
w. In a oonedimennsional casee under the assumption that
the ddirection off temperatu
ure variationn is
verticcal and the temperature
t
gradient

dT
T
dzz

is
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magnetic intensities rannge between 32932.8
and 33102.5
5 nT, with variations of lows,
highs, and in
ntermediary magnetic siignatures.
The low maagnetic intennsities (deno
oted with
Low) are areas as sociated with
w
the
sedimentary region, andd are found within
w
the
North (Binjii, Sokoto annd Dange areas), and
some intru
usion of the low magnetic
intensities arre seen in thee Southern (Zuru
(
and
Wasagu) areeas. The highh magnetic in
ntensities
which are probably at
attributes off igneous
intrusion (d
denoted witth High) arre found
majorly arou
und the Souuthern part, which is
Danko, Gw
washi. Zuru and Wasag
gu areas.
Another feaature (yellow
w) that dominates the
study area iss intermediatte, which corrresponds
to granitic ro
ocks.

consttant, Fourier’s law takes the form shoown
in Eqquation (6).
dT

qz  k

dz

(6)

wheree qz is heat flow and k is the therrmal
conduuctivity.
Curiee temperature (θ) can bee estimated ffrom
the exxpression in Equation (7
7) (Tanaka ett al.,
1999)):


ddT

Zb

ddz

(7)

Hencce,
dT
dz




Zb

(8)

Equaations (6) and (8) were
w
used in
compputing heatt flow an
nd geotherrmal
gradients respecctively. In computing the
geothhermal graddient of the area, posssible
Curiee point tempperature of 580°C
5
was uused
and
(i.e. Curie tempperature of magnetite),
m
therm
mal conductiivity of 2.5 Wm-1oC-1 was
used (Stacey, 19977; Tanakaa et al., 19999;
Stam
mpolidis et al.,
a 2005; Nwankwo
N
et al.,
2011; Salako et al., 2020).
4. Reesults and Discussion
4-1. Total Magn
netic Intenssity, Reducttion
to Eq
quator and Residual
R
Ma
aps
The TMI of thee area show
wn in Figurre 2
reveaaled that the
t
area is magneticcally
heteroogeneous inn nature. Itt indicated that

Figu
ure 2. Total Maggnetic Intensity
y.

Figures 3a and 3b arre the mapss of the
reduction to the equator and the residual map
of the study
y area respecctively. The RTE and
the residuall maps indiccated high magnetic
intensities, which
w
vary fr
from 96 to 12
26 nT and
32 to 51 nT, respectivelly, mostly arround the
Southern paarts. The N
Northern partts of the
study area are
a dominateed by rocks with low
magnetic in
ntensities off range betw
ween -45
and 13 nT for
fo RTE and -82 to -14 nT
n for the
residual map
p. The valuess observed arre factors
of the rock types presentt in the regio
on and the
mineral com
mposition off the variou
us rocks.
These rockss are mostlyy sandstone clay and
shale, pegm
matite, biotitte, quartzitee, schist,
gneiss, graniite.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.
3 a) Reduction to Equator Map
p, b) Residual Maps.
M

4-2. Speectral Analyysis, Curie Point
P
Depth
h,
Geotherrmal Gradieent and Heat Flow
Table 1 shows blockk divisions, coordinates oof

pth to the ceentroid (Zo), depth
eacch block, dep
to the top bou
undary (Zt), CPD, geoth
hermal
graadient and heat flow.

Tab
ble 1. Results off Spectral analyysis, CPD, Geotthermal gradien
nt and Heat flow
w.
Block
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
AA
BB
CC
DD
Average

Lon
ngitude
(D
Deg)
44.525
55.025
55.525
44.525
55.250
55.525
44.525
55.250
55.525
44.525
55.525
55.525
44.525
55.025
55.525
44.538
55.513
44.538
55.513
44.538
55.513
44.538
55.513
44.538
55.513
55.025
55.025
55.025
55.025
55.025

Latiitude
(D
Deg)
13.250
13.250
13.250
12.525
12.525
12.525
12.025
12.525
12.525
11.525
11.525
11.525
11.025
11.025
11.025
13.025
13.025
12.525
13.025
12.025
12.025
11.525
11.525
11.025
11.025
12.550
12.500
11.550
11.500
12.025

Depth
h to Centroid
Zo
Z (Km)
7.93
7.21
7.79
4.67
5.70
5.13
7.69
7.16
4.50
6.00
9.49
4.87
12.20
10.30
6.04
7.50
6.91
13.50
9.40
10.70
8.81
9.68
6.91
9.57
7.39
14.40
20.60
25.00
27.00
28.8
10.43

Depth to top Zt
(Km)
3.40
1.82
1.62
2.42
3.31
2.32
2.06
1.22
1.04
1.75
1.20
1.04
1.26
1.38
1.74
3.33
1.83
2.57
3.16
4.65
2.03
2.70
1.36
1.89
1.42
3.10
2.58
2.26
3.17
2.56
2.21

Curie Poin
nt
Depth Zb (K
Km)
12.46
12.60
13.96
6.92
8.09
7.94
13.32
13.10
7.96
10.26
17.78
8.70
23.14
19.22
10.34
11.67
11.99
24.43
15.64
16.75
15.59
16.66
12.46
17.25
13.36
25.70
38.62
47.74
50.83
55.04
18.65

Geotherrmal Gradient
(00C/Km)
46.55
46.03
41.55
83.82
71.69
73.05
43.54
44.27
72.86
56.59
32.62
66.67
25.06
30.18
56.09
49.70
48.37
23.74
37.08
34.63
37.20
34.81
46.55
33.62
43.41
22.57
15.02
12.15
11.41
10.54
41.71

Heat Flow
(mW/m2)
116.37
115.08
103.87
209.54
179.23
182.62
108.86
110.69
182.16
141.46
81.55
166.67
62.66
75.44
140.23
124.25
120.93
59.35
92.71
86.57
93.01
87.03
116.37
84.06
108.53
56.42
37.55
30.37
28.53
26.34
104.28
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mples
Figurre 4 highlighhted some selected samp
of thee slopes of plots
p
of the lo
ogarithms off the
specttral energiess against freequency for the
estim
mation of Zo and Zt. The centroid deppths
rangee from 4.67 to
t 28.80 km with an averrage
of 100.43 km, whhile the depth
hs to the topp of
magnnetic sourcess vary from 1.04 to 4.65 km
with an average depth
d
of 2.2
21 km. From
m the
depthh to the topp of magnettic sources, the
maxim
mum depthss are observ
ved around the
Northhern parts (B
Binji and Dan
nge) of the aarea,
these areas corrrespond with
h areas of low
magnnetic intensitties as identified in the T
TMI.
The minimum depths
d
are observed
o
aroound
the Southeastern parts (Shang
ga and Wasaagu),
whichh corresponnd to the areas of hhigh
magnnetic intensities. Figurre 5a and 5b

represent thee contour maap and 3D map
m of the
depth to thee top bounddary (Zt) resspectively
indicating the
t
areas w
with maxim
mum and
minimum depths. Thhe averagee depth
(sedimentary
y thicknesss) obtained in this
study is in close agreemeent with the results of
Kamba et all. (2017), Boonde et al. (2
2014) and
Nnaemeka (2017) whoo have carrried out
geophysical investigationn in the basin
n.
Wright et al. (1985) arguued that the minimum
m
thickness off sediment rrequired to achieve
a
a
threshold tem
mperature foor the commeencement
of hydrocarrbon formattion is 2.3 km. An
average dep
pth of 2.21 km obtaineed in the
present stud
dy may nott be consid
dered too
favorable fo
or hydrocarboon exploration in the
basin.

Figurre 4. Sample pllots of Log of Energy
E
against Frequency.
F

(a)
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(b))

F
Figure
5. a) 2D Contour map oof the Deeper deepth, b) 3D map
p of the deeper depth.
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PD estimateed (in acco
ordance withh
The CP
Equationn 5) vary bettween 6.92 and
a 55.04 km
m
with an aaverage valuue of 18.65 km.
k Figure 6aa
and 6b aare the 2D contour
c
map
p and the 3D
D
view off the CPD, respectively
y. From thee
maps, it was observed that maxiimum depthss
are arouund the Souuthwest (Tambuwal andd
Gummi areas) towaards the No
orthern partss,
while tthe minimuum depths are in thee
Southeasstern parts towards the Northeastt.
The low values observed in this study
s
may bee
attributed to igneouss intrusion or
o dominancee
of sandsstone in the area.
a
Resultss of CPD aree
greatly ddependent onn the geologic conditionss
and minneralogical contents
c
of an
a area, theyy
are shalllower in the volcanic and
d geothermaal
field (Bhhattacharyyaa and Leu, 1975; Tanakaa
et al., 19999; Eletta and
a Udensi, 2012; Aliyuu
et al., 22018). Thereefore, it may
y be inferredd
that thee areas withh shallowerr depths aree

othermal eneergy.
hottspots for geo
Ressults from the estim
mated geoth
hermal
graadient (Figu
ure 7) (usiing Equatio
on 8)
rev
vealed a min
nimum of 100.54 OCkm-1 to a
max
ximum of 83.82 OCkm-11 with an av
verage
O
of 41.71
4
Ckm-1 in the studdy area. Sim
milarly,
the heat flow values (ussing Equatio
on 6)
-2
ran
nged from 26
6.34 mWm-2 to 209.54 mWm
m
-2
witth an average value off 104.28 mWm
m
(Fig
gure 8). The maxim
mum geoth
hermal
graadients are ob
bserved arouund the Nortthwest
(Arrgungu) and the Northeaastern parts (Gandi
and
d Rabah), these
t
areas fall within
n the
Sok
koto river off the inland ssedimentary basin
witth possibility
y of igneou
ous intrusion
n that
pro
ovides for ap
ppropriate geeothermal en
nergy.
Theese results are
a compareed favorably
y with
the results of other reseaarchers (Ofo
or and
Udensi, 2014; Shehu
S
et al.,, 2016) with
hin the
bassin.

(aa)

(b)
Figure 6. a) 2D Contourr Map of CPD, b) 3D View off CPD.
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(a)

(bb)

Figuree 7. a) 2D Contour Map of Geoothermal Gradiient, b) 3D View
w of Geothermaal Gradient.

(a)

(bb)

Figure 8.
8 a) Contour M
Map of Heat Flow
w, b) 3D View of Heat Flow.
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5. Conclusion
An investigation of the geothermal energy
potential across Sokoto Basin was carried out
using high-resolution aeromagnetic data and
the results show that the Northwest
(Argungu) and Northeastern parts (Gandi and
Rabah) of the areas have high potentials
because they are associated with shallower
Curie point, high geothermal gradient and
high heat flow. Hence, exploiting the
geothermal prospect of these areas with high
geothermal gradients will go a long way in
adding to the power generation in Nigeria.
These results have no doubt provided
important geophysical inputs, which are
useful for geothermal exploration in the
basin.
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